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UBM Development AG 

Buy (unchanged)   Target: Euro 44.00 (unchanged) 

Strong 1Q results are a good start to a year with significant impacts 
to come – pipeline rightsized to Euro 1.25bn in a worst case scenario    
L-shaped recovery – Buy and Euro 44.00 target price affirmed 

Today, the company published the report for the first quarter of 2020 and in-

vited to a conference call. The opening quarter was very successful and is a good 

start for a year that will see many impacts due to the Corona pandemic in the 

coming quarters. Total output hiked by more than 20% from almost Euro 72m to 

more than Euro 86m. The income from fair value adjustments was at Euro 70m 

(1Q 2019: Euro 7m) as a result of the sale of a 40% interest in a large-scale pro-

ject, "Baubergerstraße", in Munich, as part of the formed partnership with ARE. 

Other operating expenses significantly increased from Euro -7.9m to Euro -25.5m 

due to foreign exchange losses of almost Euro 18m linked to the Polish zloty and 

the Czech koruna. Including the increased cost of material, which are up from 

almost Euro -19m to more than Euro -31m, the operating profit (EBIT) more than 

tripled from Euro 12.5m to Euro 41.7m. The financial result improved from Euro 

-4.5m to Euro -2.3m, leading to an EBT of more than Euro 39m, about five-fold 

the amount of last year's almost Euro 8m. Tax expenses of the first quarter were 

significantly up at more than Euro -16m compared to last year's period due to a 

higher earnings contribution from Germany and tax effects from at-equity prof-

its. Thus, the net profit after minorities quintupled from Euro 4.1m to Euro 

20.5m. This translates into earnings per share of Euro 2.74 (1Q 2019: 0.55). 

While the first quarter was very good, the impacts of the corona pandemic are 

expected from the second quarter on and UBM expects substantial effects on 

the 2021 result while arising opportunities are not to be materialized before 

2022. The firm continues to expect an impact on hotel operations of Euro 10m 

on EBT level, a rental income impact of Euro 3m at EBT and an unclear picture 

regarding the valuation effects. Overall, however, we see the company as well 

positioned and the management has reacted fast to the outbreak of the pan-

demic with strategic adaptations. The equity ratio at 1Q is at 36%, the highest 

level of the company so far, but is expected to somewhat come back down fol-

lowing the dividend payment in June and the impact of the crisis on the earn-

ings. The LTV at 34% and the cash position of Euro about 190m are at a very 

comfortable level and sufficient for the coming quarters, even if no further activ-

ity in terms of sales and project financing were to be the case. Regarding the 

pipeline, the company did some downsizing given different recovery scenarios, 

resulting in a worst case (L-shape recovery) project volume of Euro 1.25bn until 

FY 2021. Of that, about 50% are resi, 30% hotels and 20% are offices. Further-

more, a clearer shift away from hotels to resi or office assets is in the process.  

Pleasing news came already earlier in May with the announcement of the strate-

gic partnership with the government owned Austrian Real Estate GmbH (ARE), in 

which UBM is investing in "Eurogate", one of the largest urban development pro-

jects in Vienna, for 51% stake in 5 sub-projects, and ARE is acquiring 40% of the 

Baubergerstraße project in Munich. The acquired share in Eurogate is planned to 

contribute about Euro 250m to the firm's P&L over the next four years and offers 

UBM regional diversification with an exposure to a large-scale project in Austria. 

We are satisfied with the first quarter and the quickly taken measures of the 

company and confirm our target price of Euro 44.00. The share has already re-

covered a large portion of the losses following the outbreak of the pandemic, 

but still offers an upside of currently about 20%. Thus, we confirm our Buy rat-

ing for the share.  
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P & L     UBM Development AG

31/12 IFRS (Euro '000 except for per share-data) 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020e 2021e 2022e

CAGR      

'19 - '22e

Revenues 417.020 364.668 514.048 241.999 466.557 495.174 432.554 21,4%

Changes in the portfolio -36.961 -24.051 -42.405 20.294 -26.445 -19.778 -28.774

Share of profit/loss of companies accounted for 

under the equity method 25.124 16.469 35.921 59.980 8.618 14.554 12.447

Income from fair-value adjustments to investment property 54.570 39.420 223 46.270 412 14.112 15.440

Other operating income 7.450 30.576 10.652 10.488 21.445 13.544 15.120

Cost of materials and other related production services -300.372 -273.429 -352.422 -202.198 -321.995 -357.231 -350.687

Staff expenses -44.278 -41.389 -45.318 -36.644 -33.258 -35.741 36.789

Expenses from fair-value adjustments to investment property -20.514 -9.218 -7.340 -24.582 -4.511 -4.475 -5.441

Other operating expenses -52.427 -50.601 -54.471 -40.641 -48.774 -51.457 -44.575

Operating profit (EBITDA) 49.612 52.445 58.888 74.966 62.049 68.702 82.873 3,4%

-3.406 -3.827 -2.946 -3.515 -4.554 -4.988 -5.020

Operating profit (EBIT) 46.206 48.618 55.942 71.451 57.495 63.714 77.853 2,9%

Financial income 13.147 21.233 32.001 20.711 16.445 16.597 19.744

Finance costs -19.288 -19.387 -32.399 -21.650 -22.787 -26.301 -27.445

Financial result -6.141 1.846 -398 -939 -6.342 -9.704 -7.701

Earnings before tax (EBT) 40.065 50.464 55.544 70.512 51.153 54.010 70.152 -0,2%

Income tax expense -10.709 -13.498 -16.057 -20.450 -14.054 -15.021 -18.998

Tax rate 26,7% 26,7% 28,9% 29,0% 27,5% 27,8% 27,1%

Net profit before minorities 29.356 36.966 39.487 50.062 37.099 38.989 51.154 0,7%

Minorities -247 -503 224 3.009 -320 -874 -1.025

Net profit after minorities 29.109 36.463 39.711 53.071 36.779 38.115 50.129 -1,9%

Earnings per share (EPS) 3,90 4,88 5,31 7,10 4,92 5,10 6,71

Dividends per share (DPS) 1,60 2,00 2,20 2,20 2,20 2,20 2,50

Payout ratio 41,1% 41,0% 41,4% 31,0% 44,7% 43,1% 37,3%

Number of shares ('000) 7.472 7.472 7.472 7.472 7.472 7.472 7.472

Adjusted shareholders' equity without minorities 333.893 352.146 428.902 456.833 477.174 498.851 530.300 5,1%

Total assets 1.233.761 1.130.933 1.234.655 1.395.160 1.439.805 1.554.990 1.582.980 4,3%

Equity ratio 27,7% 31,4% 35,3% 33,3% 33,7% 32,7% 34,1%

Book value per share (BVpS) 44,68 47,13 57,40 61,14 63,86 66,76 70,97 5,1%

RoE (after tax) 8,9% 10,6% 10,2% 12,0% 7,9% 7,8% 9,7%

* Figures of UBM Realitäten AG (before merger)

Key ratios & figures 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020e 2021e 2022e

Growth rates in %

Sales revenues 35,5% -12,6% 41,0% -52,9% 92,8% 6,1% -12,6%

EBIT -37,3% 5,2% 15,1% 27,7% -19,5% 10,8% 22,2%

EBT -20,3% 26,0% 10,1% 26,9% -27,5% 5,6% 29,9%

Net profit after minorities -13,9% 25,3% 8,9% 33,6% -30,7% 3,6% 31,5%

Margins in %

Operating profit (EBIT) 11,1% 13,3% 10,9% 29,5% 12,3% 12,9% 18,0%

Pre-tax profit (EBT) 9,6% 13,8% 10,8% 29,1% 11,0% 10,9% 16,2%

Net Profit (after minorities) 7,0% 10,0% 7,7% 21,9% 7,9% 7,7% 11,6%

Expense ratios in %

Personnel costs to sales 10,6% 11,3% 8,8% 15,1% 7,1% 7,2% -8,5%

Cost of material to sales 72,0% 75,0% 68,6% 83,6% 69,0% 72,1% 81,1%

Depreciation to sales 0,8% 1,0% 0,6% 1,5% 1,0% 1,0% 1,2%

Profitability in %

Return on equity (RoE) after tax 8,9% 10,6% 10,2% 12,0% 7,9% 7,8% 9,7%

Return on assets (RoA) 2,4% 3,2% 3,2% 3,8% 2,6% 2,5% 3,2%

Valuation

P/E-ratio 9,0 7,2 6,6 4,9 7,1 6,9 5,2

Price/ BV per Share 0,78 0,74 0,61 0,57 0,55 0,52 0,49

Dividend yield 4,6% 4,9% 6,3% 6,3% 6,3% 6,3% 7,1%

Depreciation, amortisation and impairment expenses
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Please note: 

The UBM share price mentioned in this report is from 25 May 2020. UBM man-

dated SRC Research for covering the UBM share. 

Disclaimer © 2020: This equity research report is published by: SRC-Scharff Research und Consulting 

GmbH, Klingerstr. 23, D-60313 Frankfurt, Germany (short name: SRC Research). All rights reserved.  

Although we feel sure that all information in this SRC report originates from carefully selected sources with 

high credibility, we cannot give any guarantee for accuracy, trueness and completeness. All opinions quoted 

in this report give the current judgement of the author which is not necessarily the same opinion as SRC-

Scharff Research und Consulting GmbH or another staff member. All the opinions and assessment made in 

this report may be changed without prior notice. Within the scope of German regulative framework the 

author and SRC-Scharff Research und Consulting GmbH do not assume any liability for this document or its 

content being used. This report is solely for information purposes and does not constitute a request or an 

invitation or a recommendation to buy or sell any stock that is mentioned here. Private clients should obtain 

personal advice at their bank or investment house and should keep in mind that prices and dividends of 

equities can rise and fall and that nobody can give a guarantee of the future development of equities. The 

author of this report and the SRC-Scharff Research und Consulting GmbH commit themselves on a unsolic-

ited basis to having no long or short-positions in equities or derivatives related to equities mentioned in 

this report. 

Reproduction, distribution or publishing this report and its content as a whole or in parts is only allowed 

with approval of SRC management written form. With acceptance of this document you agree with all regu-

lations mentioned here and all general terms and conditions you will find at anytime at our website 
www.src-research.de. 

http://www.src-research.de/

